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We’ve just finished one of
the most successful star
parties that I’ve ever
attended. We helped with
the Super Star Party at
Penitentiary Glen and
probably had 500 guests
come and look through
our telescopes. I don’t remember the last time
every telescope had a line of people waiting to
view for the entire event. While I usually go
home and clean fingerprints off my eyepieces
the next day, these events are where we pick
up new members, generate interest in astronomy, and educate the public on light pollution. A great big “Thank You” to all of our members who attended and helped make it such a
huge success.
Finally, I’ve had the honor of being your
president for the last four years. This has been
an experience that has been both rewarding
and frustrating. I’ve enjoyed watching our
members at star parties describe their telescopes and the objects in view to the public.
I’ve especially enjoyed watching newer members develop into excellent astronomers and
astrophotographers. I have also been fortunate
to have the support and assistance of an excellent group of officers. However, I’ve been
equally frustrated at the lack of use of the facilities at Indian Hill. Very few clubs can boast
of the quantity and quality of observatories that
we own and can operate on our own schedule,
without being tied to the rules and restrictions
of a local park district. I often wonder if members realize what a gem we have.
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Observer’s Log
By George Gliba
Screech Owl Hill Observatory Report, Mathias, WV - Meteors and Vesta
In late springtime, I’ve always tried to look for fireballs from the
alpha Scorpiids minor meteor shower. To me it was a sign that school
would soon be out for summer vacation.
Many meteor researchers think these meteors are a part of the
Anthelion Meteor Source and not a true separate meteor stream,
although some experts still think that they may be separate but superimposed. Sorting them out is complex visually, as they have similar
velocities.
The Anthelion (ANT) meteors are a pseudo minor meteor
shower that occurs every night on the ecliptic opposite the Sun. It is
the result of incoming asteroids pieces from the Asteroid Belt falling towards the inner Solar
System. They are chips off the numerous asteroids that have collided or gotten whacked there
over time.
This year I was lucky to see two fireballs coming from the area near Antares in May. On
May 10th at about 1:14 AM EDT I saw a nice, very colorful, -4 magnitude fireball that had gone
from near the zenith and ended to the left of the bowl of the Little Dipper. The other alpha
Scorpiid was a -3 magnitude yellow-orange beauty seen at 11:14 PM EDT on May 12th low in the
NNE. This is the first year that I have seen two alpha Scorpiid fireballs only a few days apart.
Comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock (C/1983 H1) is a long period comet that made a very close pass
by Earth when it was only 0.031 AU (4.6 million km) away on May 11, 1983. That was the closest a comet had been known to pass by Earth since Comet Lexell in 1770. Anyway, this comet
created a meteor shower known as the eta Lyrids (ELY).
This has since become one of my favorite annual minor meteor showers. In May this year
I had good conditions in Mathias, West Virginia and observed good activity under dark, average
LM=6.2 skies, and 15% clouds. From May 8th to 13th (with the 12th being clouded out) I was
able to see 13 ELY meteors total, in 5 hours of observing over the 5 nights.
Later I had a good two hour meteor observing session on June 7th and saw 4 possible
meteors from a radiant near Xi or Gamma Draconis from 3:05 to 5:05 UT with a LM=6.5. These
were rather faint meteors with an average of about 4.5 magnitude. I decided to call these meteors from the head of Draco “XDR” for Xi Draconids. The Xi Draconids are meteors first seen by
Marco Langbroek, Bob Lunsford, and George Zay way back in 1996. (From the Netherlands first
by Marco, and later in California by Bob and George).
The brightest meteors seen during this watch were the ANTs with an average brightness of
1.6 magnitude. A few nights later, On June 10th, I observed these meteors again from 2:38 to
3:38 UT with 20% clouds, seeing 3 XDR meteors with LM=6.4 skies.
However, unlike three nights earlier the average XDR brightness was 2.3 magnitude. This
difference probably has some scientific significance.
Then, five nights later, on June 15th from 2:44 to 4:44 UT, I observed 5 more XDR but
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also started seeing meteors from the June Lyrid (JLY) minor meteor shower. I saw 4 total of
these illusive meteors with a LM=6.5.
The next night, on June 16th, I observed meteors again from 2:32 to 4:32 UT and saw 3
XDR, and 5 JLY meteors. The average JLY was 2.3 and the average XDR was 3.7 magnitude.
Interestingly, both were brighter than on the 15th. It was LM=6.4 on June 16th with some haze.
On June 17th I observed again from 2:26 to 4:26 UT and saw 5 more JLY and 4 XDR with
a LM=6.4, but 4 of the 5 June Lyrids were seen the last hour. There was a slightly higher June
Lyrid ZHR than on June 16th, the traditional maximum date.
At the end of these last three night meteor watches, after sweeping the Milky Way with
12x63 Optolyth Royal binoculars, I observed the asteroid Vesta as it was passing under M23, the
beautiful Open Cluster in Sagittarius. It was near opposition at 5.5 magnitude. I was able to just
see it with only the naked-eye on the 15th.
Editors Note:
This painting by Giotto,
The Adoration of the
Magi c.1304-1306,
shows a comet in the
sky. It may represent
the appearance of
Halley's Comet in 1301.
A space probe to the
comet in 1986 was
named “Giotto” for this
reason.
“In his Lives of the Most
Excellent Painters,
Sculptors, and Architects, Giorgio Vasari
described Giotto as
making a decisive break
with the prevalent
Byzantine style and as
initiating "the great art
of painting as we know
it today, introducing the
technique of drawing
accurately from life,
which had been neglected for more than
two hundred years".”
Wikipedia contributors. "Giotto." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 1 Aug. 2018. Web. 4 Aug. 2018.
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Notes & News
A Letter From Larry Boros

Dear George,
You are doing a fantastic job.
I did some internet investigations on how to use astrolabes and am amazed at
the history, complexity, and sophistication involved in the design and use of
these marvels. Thank you for arranging for each of us to build one at the
meeting. That took extra effort and is greatly appreciated!!!
Since it was getting dark at the time I finished assembling the astrolabe, I
did not stick around to hear how to use it. Instead I went down the hill to
set up my telescope on one of the pads that Steve Kainec and I had poured
around the year 2000. Setting up a 22” is difficult enough without trying to
do it in the dark.
Unfortunately, for the first time ever, I was unable to set up the scope. The
scope had been stored in the van in a heated garage for about ten months and
the blocks that grip the truss tubes had swelled - apparently because of
humidity in the van. Therefore the truss tubes would not fit down into the
bores in each of the eight blocks. After trying a number of things to seat
them, I gave up, packed up the scope, and went home.
The next day I used a 1” diameter drum sanding tool on an electric hand
drill to gently bore out the blocks sufficiently to insert the truss tubes.
Then I marked the full insertion point on each tube to make sure that each
would be seated all of the way in the bore. Now I am waiting for a decent
evening to take the scope out and determine if the fit has changed at all. If
all of the tubes still fit in properly and weather permitting, I will take
the scope out to Nassau Station on Saturday.
Sometime, I would like to have you take a look through this scope at
M13 or M8 using the binocular Denkmeier. Everything looks three dimensional
when you can see these objects using both eyes. Using this scope is a lot of
fun. Setting it up is not so much fun.
I joined CVAS in 1994 after buying my cousins 10” scope and taking an
adult night class on astronomy at Mentor High School. My involvement with
CVAS included a couple of years as President, helping to build the domed
observatory, bringing electric service from Huntley onto the property, surveying the property, and working with a real estate firm in Chardon on the
purchase of our two acres from Keith and Shirley Richards. Down the road we
should acquire some more adjacent property from the Richards family to assure
the darkness of our property.
Sometime I can show you all of the proposed layouts we considered.
Hopefully I will be at Nassau on Saturday evening.
Hope to see you there.
Larry Boros
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Editor’s Note:
Thanks for your kind words, Larry! Astrolabes are a passion of mine. I usually
have one with me at meetings, so if you (or anyone else in the club) are interested in a
tutorial on their use, just grab me! ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi, a Persian Astronomer who
lived from 903 to 986 CE, wrote a comprehensive treatise on the astrolabe in which he
described 1000 uses to which it may be put. I know more than a few, but not 1000...
Thanks also for bringing your 22” telescope to the last meeting to share with us.
I’m sorry to have missed the opportunity to peek through such a formidable instrument!
I’m also sorry to read about your troubles with set-up, and glad to learn that creativity
still rules in solving the problems faced by experienced amateur astronomers. As a result, despite the delay, we will now be able to enjoy the promised views of M13 & M8. I’ll
look forward to it, as will other members, I’m sure. It’s not everyday that one gets a
binocular veiw through a telescope eyepeice!
Since you mention the binocular viewer, and it is mentioned again in the Astrophotography section by Russ Swaney referring to Nick Zallar, I’ve included a picture of
one below. They allow the user to fit the drawtube with two eipeices - one for each eye;
and individually focused, to ease eyestrain and create a 3D effect. Very nice. Very expensive.
Finally, I’d like to take a moment to thank you on behalf of all of us for your long service
to the club in the many roles you have played. I also enjoy your letters to the Editor.
See you soon!
- GLTIV
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Notes & News
A Letter From Paul Olson

Marty,
I would like to thank you, Ian Cooper, and all of CVAS for your support.
Through your sharing of the information, equipment, books and atlases that you
made available to me, my interest in Astronomy has been rekindled and has taken
off like a rocket.
I first started stargazing 44 years ago, lying in an open field by our
high school in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, with a pair of binoculars and A
PRIMER FOR STAR GAZERS by Henry M. Neely, a book my father bought for me in
1974 when I was a sophomore in high school. A couple of years later for Christmas, my parents purchased all the pieces I needed to build an Edmund Scientific
4-1/4” f8 Newtonian with a cardboard tube, a cardboard tube slide focus finder
scope, an equatorial mount, massive counterweight and a wooden tripod. I had a
great time building it.
First light from the driveway was breathtaking. With the scope in hand
(or should I say over my shoulder), I would walk the five city blocks to the
field and set up for some amazing observing sessions. I still recall seeing
Jupiter and Saturn for the first time, being able to ferret out the Great Red
Spot and the rings of Saturn. I was even able to catch a glimpse of ApolloSoyuz through my scope.
Soon the PRIMER was no longer sufficient for trying to see the things I
wanted to see. I upgraded to A FIELD GUIDE TO THE STARS AND PLANETS by Donald
H. Menzel. I did, finally, purchase a NORTON’S STAR ATLAS but was still unable
to find many of the objects I was looking for as the 4” scope was too small,
and the finder scope just did not work well.
Soon I was off to college and a degree in Astronomy, but my focus had
turned to computers. During those years and the ones that followed, my stargazing waned. I sold my telescope back in 2005 to the next door neighbor who was
into Astronomy when I was unemployed and needed the cash. Astronomy was the
furthest thing from my mind.
My interest remained dormant until just last December when I asked my
wife for a subscription to S&T for Christmas. Within a month I had a used mint
condition Orion 6” Newtonian. Ian, with whom I worked at Space Telescope Science Institute, let me know about the materials available through CVAS, and as
you know, I purchased a number of things. He has also answered numerous questions and has been a great resource and representative of the group.
Your suggestion on lunar filters has also worked very well. It has been
like rediscovering a first love all over again. Things in Astronomy have advanced, expanded and seem to have become more fast-paced. I am making up 40
years of inactivity as quickly as I can. With CVAS’ help, though, one thing is
clear: The beauty of the sky is more vibrant than ever whenever I put eyeball
to glass. With the great star atlases, Barlow and filters I obtained from CVAS,
I’m well on my way to having found all of the Messier objects for the first
time. Once I’ve completed that, it’s onto the Hershel 400. Along the way, I’m
going to try my hand at Raspberry Pi powered astrophotography just to mix two
things I enjoy and to see how well it works. Combined with the information in
the awesome CVAS newsletters, my observation log will be filling for years. So
as you can see, CVAS’ reach is far beyond Ohio. It stretches all the way to
Oklahoma and beyond.
Clear skies and God bless,
Paul Olson. Eufaula, OK
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In Memory Of Earl Paullin
By Ian Cooper
The Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society was always considered
a “junior” organization by the other astronomy cubs along the Ohio
Turnpike. Most of its members were either soon turning 21 or had just
passed that magical number. We went by the adage of the times:
”never trust anyone over 21.”
Then Earl and his wife Donna, with sons Devon and Tyler,
attended the February 1975 meeting. We became an astronomy club
with the help of this new “old” friend.
Earl’s quiet, unassuming personality won us all over. Within a
year he was railroaded (we all know how that goes) into being
President of CVAS. During the two terms he served as president, the
task of preparing the top of Indian Hill for our new observatory was
completed. Under his leadership, our public outreach programs did more to enhance the club.
For his unselfish contributions, Earl received The Backbone Award.
In the early 80’s the Economy Telescope Company, was founded in his home in
Chesterland, OH. Earl would gather rejected fiberglass water softener liners from a company in
Chardon and construct custom telescope tubes. He soon became a dealer for the Meade
Instrument company.
We spent many a cloudy night in Earl’s basement talking telescopes while drinking coffee –
and munching his wife’s chocolate chip cookies. Coffee, telescopes and friends come and go, but
we only had one opportunity to experience this world with Earl. The entire CVAS membership
appreciates its chance to savor that time.

The Evening Star
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Earl Paullin

Lo! in the painted oriel of the West,
Whose panes the sunken sun incarnadines,
Like a fair lady at her casement, shines
The evening star, the star of love and rest!
And then anon she doth herself divest
Of all her radiant garments, and reclines
Behind the sombre screen of yonder pines,
With slumber and soft dreams of love oppressed.
O my beloved, my sweet Hesperus!
My morning and my evening star of love!
My best and gentlest lady! even thus,
As that fair planet in the sky above,
Dost thou retire unto thy rest at night,
And from thy darkened window fades the light.

oriel, noun: window
incarnadines, verb: colors (something) a bright crimson or pinkish-red.
Hesperus: “In Greek mythology, Hesperus is the Evening Star, the planet Venus in the evening. He is the son of the dawn
goddess Eos (Roman Aurora) and is the half-brother of her other son, Phosphorus (also called Eosphorus; the “Morning Star”).
Hesperus’ Roman equivalent is Vesper (cf. “evening”, “supper”, “evening star”, “west”). By one account Hesperus’ father
was Cephalus, a mortal, while Phosphorus’ was the star god Astraios. Other sources, however, state that Hesperus was the brother
of Atlas, and thus the son of Iapetus.”
Source:Wikipedia contributors. "Hesperus." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 9 Aug. 2018. Web. 22 Aug. 2018.
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Astrophotography
By Russell Swaney
Last night (7-7-2018) at Indian Hill, CVAS Member Nick Zallar
had his 16” dob setup next to the North Observatory. He gave us
some excellent views of M27 with his BinoViewer attached.
So, we went back to the North Observatory and shot some
frames through the 10” Schmidt-Newtonian with an SBIG 8300M and
RGB filters. (6 – 120 second Luminance, 1 each – 30 seconds RGB).
Messier 27 (M27), also known as the Dumbbell Nebula, Diabolo
Nebula or Apple Core Nebula, is a planetary nebula in Vulpecula. It
covers an area of 8 by 5.6 arc minutes of apparent sky and has a
linear radius of 1.44 light years. The nebula’s faint halo stretches out
to more than 15 arc minutes. It lies at an approximate distance of
1,360 light years, or 417 parsecs, from Earth and has an apparent
magnitude of 7.5. It has the designation NGC 6853 in the New General Catalogue.
Messier 27 is the second brightest planetary nebula in the sky, second only to the Helix
Nebula in Aquarius, and probably the easiest one to observe because it has a higher surface
brightness than the Helix and is therefore easier to find.
The name Dumbbell comes from the English astronomer John Herschel, who observed the
nebula in 1828 and compared its shape to that of a dumbbell.

Photographed By
Russ Swaney &
Nick Zallar.
At right is entire
photo sized to fit
page. At left is a
cropped image of the
full sized photograph.

Thanks again,
Russ, for yet
another great
image!
-GLTIV
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Reflections
Astronomy—Themed Art

Battle of Issus by Albrecht Altdorfer. 1529.
Pinakothek-Mus, Munich. From Wikimedia Commons

This is the first documented painting to depict the curvature of the surface
of the earth from a great height. See Astronomical Analysis on page 24.
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Distance To The Moon By Parallax: A Proposed Experiment
By George Trimble
Hold your hand out in front of you at arm’s length and make a
fist with your thumb up, in the hitchhiker’s position. First close one
eye, and then the other in alternation and watch as the thumb seems
to jump from side to side with respect to distant objects. Because of
the few inches of separation between your two eyes, each eye has a
different viewpoint with respect to your thumb. This apparent change
in position of foreground objects with respect to distant background
objects is known as parallax. We can use this phenomenon to calculate the distance to the moon.
We will simultaneously photograph the moon from two widely
spaced points on Earth’s surface and note how it seems to jump in the
sky with reference to a star in the distant background. Using the angular separation of the star and the moon, as measured from the two
photographs, we can calculate the moon’s distance.
We assume that we have a good approximation of the circumference of the earth. I have
previously demonstrated how this was determined by Hipparchus in remote history. He used
trigonometry and the fortuitous observation that there exists a water well down which the sun
shines without casting a shadow. We will use the average value of the radius of our oblate spheroid: 3,959 miles. This is easily calculated from the circumference using the relation:
c = 2Pi(r)
or, solving for r:
c/2Pi = r
The experiment is simplified considerably if we are careful in selecting the locations of the
two observers taking the photographs. To avoid having to use spherical trigonometry, we will
choose observers that are widely separated geographically but share the same meridian (one is
due south of the other). Further, each will take their photo of the moon at the same moment of
meridian passage. Under these circumstances, all objects are co-planar and plane trigonometry
will suffice. Further, the night of the observation is so selected that the declination of the moon is
equidistant from the two observer’s latitudes. This ensures that the triangle formed with the two
observers at the base, and the moon at the apex is isosceles. This last stipulation necessitates
that we are careful in choosing the two locations such that the requisite moon declination is
physically possible. We must recall that the moon is never far from the ecliptic, and, so, is
bounded in declination approximately by the tropics, plus or minus 5°.
The wider the separation of observers, the greater the accuracy of the experiment. As the
base of the aforementioned triangle grows, error falls.
First, let us turn to a globe and seek an appropriate set of cities that will meet our criteria.
Eastlake, Ohio is located at -81°22’43” longitude. Running my finger down this line, I cross
Florida, enter the Gulf of Mexico, encounter Cuba, then enter the Caribbean Sea. Finally, I gain
land again in Central America near Panama City, Panama. If I continue, I pass briefly into the
pacific before striking land again at Ecuador, followed by Peru – both in South America. Thereafter, we lose land until we encounter Antarctica.
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For this experiment, I choose Panama City, Panama because it has an unobstructed northern view, and has an observatory from which a photograph can be made. The two countries to
the south are located in remote, jungle locations in the Andes, so obtaining local help with the
experiment will be more difficult to arrange. Locations north of Panama have lunar declination
requirements outside of reality.
Eastlake, Ohio is located at 41.6383° North latitude. Panama City is located at 8.9824°
North latitude. Let’s calculate the linear distance between them. This will be the base of our
isosceles triangle. Refer to the following diagram.

41.5

8.98

This is a side view of earth from space. Note how the equator is marked, and the central
angle separating each city from the equator is just the latitude of the city, as expected.
What we seek is the length of the chord connecting the two locations. Let’s take the central triangle formed off to the side to work with alone. Refer the following diagram.
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Note that the angular difference separating the two locations is just the difference
in the latitudes of the two locations. Simple
subtraction, respecting the signs of the latitudes, will always give the right answer, even
if one or both is negative (south of the equator). In this case, the difference is 32.6559°.
If we drop a perpendicular line from the central angle to the base of the triangle, we get
two right triangles, each with apex angles
equal to ½ of the total:

32.66
32.66
D

32.6559 / 2 = 16.32795°
Working with just one of these right
triangles, and recognizing that the hypotenuse is just the Earth’s radius, r, and that the
remaining side is one half of the chord length
we seek, d = D/2, we can use the sine function as follows:

16.3

sin(16.32795) = d/r
or:
rsin(16.32795) = d
Recognizing that the total chord length
connecting the cities is just twice d we have:

d=D/2

2rsin(16.32795) = 2d = D
Where D is the desired chord measure. In our case, this value comes out to 2,226 miles.
Next, we turn our attention to finding the latitude that falls midway between the two
cities. When the moon is at a declination in the sky that corresponds to this latitude, it will form
an isosceles triangle with the two cities, when at meridian passage for the night in question. This
can be ascertained with a simple algebraic mean of the two latitudes, respecting the signs:
(41.6383 + 8.9824) / 2 = 25.31035
25.31035° N latitude is equidistant from both cities. Note, that this latitude falls within the
boundaries of the moon’s maximum declination of:
23.4 + 5 = 28.4° (above or below the equator)
As is required. We now turn to Stellarium software, an ephemeris or ancient Babylonian
clay tablets for a date and time when the moon is near this declination, and on the meridian. We
seek a date that also finds the moon close to a star that can be captured in the same field of
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view through our telescope for purposes of photography.
I found that on October 29, 2018 at 3:54:12 the moon will be on the Southern meridian at
a declination of 20°50’ 31”, which is close enough for our purposes. At that time, it will be about
1.7° away from the star Tejat. Our telescope’s field of view must be large enough to encompass
both the moon, and this star to take a picture of both.
As a reminder, we can calculate the field of view (FOV) for our telescope remembering
that the value depends on the primary mirror characteristics and the eyepiece characteristics in
the following way:
Focal length of primary = f ratio * mirror diameter
For my 10” f/10 telescope that’s:
10*10 = 100 inches or:
100 inches * 2.54 cm/inch * 10 mm/cm = 2540 mm
The focal length of the eyepiece is printed on the side. My lowest power (bulkiest) eyepiece is 30mm
We now calculate the magnification of the optical combination of the primary and eyepiece:
Magnification = Focal Length of Primary / Focal Length of Eyepiece:
2540 / 30 = 84.6
The lowest magnification of my system is 84.6 times. This will give the largest FOV.
We now calculate the angular value of the FOV using our calculation of magnification,
along with another value printed on the eyepiece or included in its specifications: the ‘Apparent’
FOV. On my 30mm Vixen Plossl, this is indicated as 50°. We calculate the angular value of the
FOV as follows:
FOV = Apparent FOV / Magnification
For my long focal length telescope, the best FOV I can obtain with my bulkiest eyepiece is:
50 / 84.6 = .59°
This is just sufficient to encompass the disc of the moon, which subtends .52° in the sky!
It is not sufficient to capture the star Tejat in the same shot, since it will lie 1.7° away from the
moon’s center at that moment.
Using the above calculations on an 8” f/4 telescope with the same eyepiece, I get a FOV of
1.8°. Many other combinations will work as well.
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I will need to partner with another member to take the shot at Indian Hill, as my telescope
is not ideal for such measurements.
Refer now to the following diagram.

ε

Light from star Tejat
raining down on Earth
in parallel rays.

Shown is the desired geometry at the moment of the simultaneous photographs from the
two locations. Note, from the diagram, that the moon is equidistant from both sites, being at the
declination corresponding to the latitude that falls equally between the two earth locations. The
triangle formed with the chord base is isosceles. A perpendicular line dropped from the moon to
this base will form two equivalent right triangles. This is desirable for calculation purposes. Note
also that while the sight lines from the moon arrive at earth at latitude dependent angles, those
from the star rain down parallel, since the stars are at nearly infinite distance and exhibit no
parallax at this scale.
Each observer will measure the angular separation of the moon and star from their respective location using the photo they take. The Ohio observer will measure Gamma; the
Panama observer will measure Theta. These two measurements can be used to calculate the
angle Epsilon at the apex of the triangle where the moon sits, this angle is the parallax.
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Referring again to the previous diagram:
If we extend the moon’s sight lines from each earth location, through the moon, and
continue until the moon’s sight lines intersect the opposite star sight lines, we get two new triangles. Since the two star lines represent parallel rays from the same star, the transversal lines
crossing these form equal corresponding and vertical angles. Study the diagram to see that the
triangles formed may be completely solved remembering that the sum of the three interior
angles of a triangle are 180° and all four angles centered on the moon must sum to 360°. Refer
to the following diagram, which is drawn from the previous:

ε
ε

We find that the parallax, Epsilon (ε), is:

ε = [360 - 2(180-Gamma-Theta)] / 2
ε = Gamma + Theta
or
Referring now to the following two diagrams, we see that the distanced to the moon, x,
may be solved by taking one of the two right triangles that form the isosceles triangle with the
moon at its apex, and recognizing that the apex angle will be one half the calculated parallax,
and the side opposite will be one half the chord distance between cities:
tan(ε/2) = (D/2) / x
or, solving for x, and remembering that d=D/2:
x = d / tan(ε/2)
The distance from the center of the earth to the center of the moon will then be:
Total distance between centers = x + r
Since the value of

ε depends on the measured values of Gamma and Theta, which have
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not been measured, I’m not yet able to
report the parallax value and the distance to the moon.
The values of Gamma and Theta
will be determined by measuring the
distance of the star from the center of
the moon in each photo, and using the
moon’s measured diameter in each
photo to calculate the angular separation. Gamma°, for example, is calculated by multiplying the measured distance from star to moon center on the
photograph by .52°, the known angular
diameter subtended by moon. We then
divide by the moon’s measured diameter
from the photo.

d

ε/2

x

x

tan(ε/2) = d/x
x = d/tan(ε/2)

x
r
centers distance = x + r

Gamma° = MSD * .52/MD
Where MSD is moon star distance measured in photo (yellow line, below).
And MD is moon diameter as measured in photo (green line, below)
Theta° is likewise calculated from measurements taken off of its photo.
I hope to pair with the Primer Observatorio Astronómico de Panamá (The First Astronomical Observatory of Panama) to do the experiment. I am drafting a letter to their Observatory
Director / Astronomer to solicit interest in collaborating on this project. I intend to include this
article to describe the experiment. I also hope to enlist the aid of interested members of CVAS to
take the photo on the aforementioned day. I’ll need someone with astrophotography experience,
and someone with a telescope with accommodating optical characteristics. I hope to interest a
youth member as well as anyone else interested in participating and learning from the collaboration! Please contact me if interested in participating.
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Music Review
By Tony Mallama

The Light
Composed by Philip Glass
The Light is a musical piece that may impact astronomy enthusiasts in ways that no other symphony can. Even the premise is evocative to those who appreciate science and cosmology. The composer,
Philip Glass, was commissioned in 1987 to write music for the centennial anniversary of the Michelson-Morley experiment which was conducted at Case Institute of Technology (now Case Western Reserve
University), not an hour’s drive from Indian Hill Observatory. The music
was first played by the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra on October 29
of that year.
Why was this particular experiment so important that it deserved a symphony? The
Michelson-Morley experiment changed, forever, how astronomers and physicists view the Universe. Prior to 1887 scientists assumed that light waves traveled in a stationary medium that
they called the ‘ether’, just as water waves travel on the surface of a lake or pond. It was
thought that every kind of wave had to have a medium. However, Albert Michelson and Edward
Morley showed that there is no medium for light waves. Light is so quintessential that it exceeds
the idea of a medium. The two experimenters proved this by constructing a rotating apparatus to
measure the speed of light in two perpendicular directions at the same instant. The Earth’s own
rotational motion around its spin axis and its revolution around the Sun should have resulted in
different speeds for the two orthogonal paths if light was traveling in the ether. However, the
measured speeds were identical no matter what season or time of day the experiment was performed and regardless of what direction the apparatus was rotated.
Albert Einstein and others understood the implications of the Michelson-Morley experiment, specifically, that the speed of light was an absolute constant of nature regardless of the
observer’s motion. However, this fact suggests a paradox because it seems to contradict our
everyday experience. Suppose that a person in a car moving at 40 MPH throws a baseball forward at 60 MPH. An observer in the moving car would measure the ball’s speed at 60 MPH but a
stationary observer on the sidewalk would measure the speed as the sum of 40 and 60, that is,
100 MPH.
Now switch from baseballs to lasers. Suppose that the person in the car is aiming a laser
pointer forward and that it is emitting a beam of light. The Michelson-Morley experiment indicates that the observer in the car and the observer on the sidewalk would measure the same
speed for the light beam. Surprisingly the velocity of the car does not increase the velocity of
light for the observer on the sidewalk. The paradox is that the observer’s motion affects the
speed measured for baseballs but not for light beams. How can this apparent contradiction be
understood?
Einstein solved this paradox with his theory of special relativity which treats time as a
fourth dimension along with the three dimensions of space. Relativity, in turn, deeply impacted
astronomy and especially cosmology. While that’s far too simple an explanation to do justice to
Michelson, Morley and Einstein, hopefully it conveys the importance of the experiment performed
at Case Tech.
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Getting back to the music itself, Glass’s The Light is a relatively simple piece which belongs
to the ‘minimalist’ school of modern classic music. Minimalism is characterized by repeating
patterns of sound often from a fairly small number of instruments. The piece begins tranquilly
and melodiously with mostly string instruments playing. Then the tempo gradually increases and
wind instruments enter along with percussion. A sort of whirling sound develops and its intensity
grows. As the listener is enveloped in this powerful and dynamic sound, it is easy to imagine
Michelson and Morley’s apparatus turning around its central axis while the Earth itself rotates
and revolves, and all the while the observer at an eyepiece is recording the speed of light. The
repeating pattern of sound does the trick.
Some of the calmer portions of The Light are reminiscent of another musical work with a
celestial theme. The serene and other-worldly women’s chorus of Neptune in Gustav Holst’s
renowned opus The Planets may come to mind. Likewise, the acoustically stronger portions of
The Light may remind one of Holst’s Mars and Jupiter pieces. In any case, The Light is music
worth listening to and worth pondering.
The Light may be heard at https://vimeo.com/216168322 and there are many renditions
of The Planets on YouTube.

An early version of the Michelson-Morley experimental apparatus. Note the small telescope for observing the light waves. The
experiment operates on the principle of ‘optical interference’ which is explained at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Interference_(wave_propagation). This Wikipedia image is in the public domain.

Editors Note: I plan to have The Light, By Philip Glass playing at our next CVAS meeting at The Hill for all to enjoy, and contemplate. I, for one, think it is fitting to compose
music to commemorate such a pivotal leap in human understanding. Tony’s fine review sheds light on an important fact: astronomy and its pursuit have had an impact
not only on science, but also on art, culture and creativity.
-GLTIV
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Late Summer Quasars
By Marty Mullet

For my last (for now) observing list, I thought I’d push the
envelope with a list of difficult items that need aperture and patience.
These are quasars (QSO) and BL Lacertae objects (BL) at incredible
distances. They will probably be the most distant objects you will see
in an amateur telescope. At their brightest, all of them should be
within reach of the 14” in the dome, and the 16” Stokes at the Hill.

Name
Type z
OQ 530
BL
0.152
PG 1553+113
BL
0.36
3C 345
QSO 0.594
MRK 501
BL
0.033
3C 351.0
QSO 0.371
H 1722+119
BL
0.159
3C 371
BL
0.051
KUV 18217+6419 QSO 0.297
1ES 1959+650
BL
0.047
MRK 509
QSO 0.035
4C 74.26
QSO 0.104
UGC 11763
AGN 0.061
BL Lac
BL
0.069
3C 454.3
QSO 0.859
I Zw 1
QSO 0.061
S2 0109+22
BL
0.265
3C 66A
BL
0.444
PKS 0422+00
BL
0.31
S5 0716+71
BL
0.31
PG 0804+761
QSO 0.1

Mag. range
10.8-16.5
13.5-15.3
14.56-18.37
13.0-14.6
14.6-16.3
13.0-16.6
13.5-15.4
13.7-14.2
12.8-16
13.1-14.0
14.1-15.1
14.1-14.9
10.5-17.28
12.3-17.2
13.89-14.51
13.86-18.08
12.81-16.56
13.65-17.0
12.06-17.5
13.7-14.7

Con
Boo
Ser
Her
Her
Dra
Oph
Dra
Dra
Dra
Aqr
Cep
Peg
Lac
Peg
Psc
Psc
And
Tau
Cam
Cam

14
15
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
22
22
00
01
02
04
07
08

RA
19 46.6
55 43.1
42 58.8
53 52.2
04 41.5
25 04.3
06 50.7
21 57.2
59 59.9
44 09.7
42 37.3
32 27.8
02 43.3
53 57.7
53 34.9
12 05.8
22 39.6
24 46.8
21 53.3
10 58.5

DE
+54 23 14
+11 11 24
+39 48 37
+39 45 37
+60 44 28
+11 52 15
+69 49 28
+64 20 36
+65 08 55
-10 43 24
+75 08 02
+10 08 19
+42 16 39
+16 08 53
+12 41 36
+22 44 39
+43 02 08
+00 36 07
+71 20 36
+76 02 43
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Editors Note:
If you are like me, you have no idea what a BL Lacertae Object is. Having never
even heard of one, I had to find out more, so I turned to Wikipedia for the quick
basics. Perhaps a member is interested in photographing one, and doing a little write up with more details? Here is the first paragraph from the article, with a reference to
the rest of the article for those interested.
Thanks, again Marty! As usual, every encounter with you gives me something
new to learn about!
-GLTIV
“A BL Lacertae object or BL Lac object is a type of galaxy with an active galactic nucleus
(AGN), named after its prototype, BL Lacertae. In contrast to other types of active galactic
nuclei, BL Lacs are characterized by rapid and large-amplitude flux variability and significant
optical polarization.[1] Because of these properties, the prototype of the class (BL Lac) was
originally thought to be a variable star. When compared to the more luminous active nuclei
(quasars) with strong emission lines, BL Lac objects have spectra dominated by a relatively
featureless non-thermal emission continuum over the entire electromagnetic range.[2] This lack
of spectral lines historically hindered BL Lac's identification of their nature and proved to be a
hurdle in the determination of their distance.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BL_Lacertae_object
Wikipedia contributors. "BL Lacertae object." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia.
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 17 Jul. 2018. Web. 16 Aug. 2018.

Idea:
Why n
partne
o
r with t
o
ur
club’s
expert
astrop
ho
to pho tographer
tograp
h one
for the
Winte
r
issue?

The BL Lac object H 0323+022 (z=0.147) imaged at
ESO NTT (R filter). The host galaxy and close
companions are visible.By Renato Falomo
(en:Image:Fig1553.jpg) [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
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Constellation Quiz
By Dan Rothstein

This month’s questions:
1. Find John Hill’s Aranea, the long-legged spider.
2. Identify the three Chinese Asterisms, all part of the Snake and our
modern counterparts.
3. Find Caesar’s Throne.
4. After more than 30 years I am close to running out of obscure asterisms, so I have branched out, including one from the moon which I had
never heard of. Locate the “Golden Handle” of the moon and explain its
cause. One half lunation later it turns into its opposite, the “buzz-saw.”
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1. Anguilla the Eel is another of John Hill’s constellations that didn’t survive him. It is even
more obscure than the others because he didn’t include a drawing which indicated exactly which
stars he included in the figure. From Hill’s Urania: “The constellations between and among which
the Anguilla is placed are the Equuleus, the Dolphin, the Eagle [actually southern Aquilla was
known as Antinous, before it was dropped from our list of constellations], and the Serpent of
Ophiuchus. These are above and before it”, which I assume means they are north and west of this
figure of our common eel. It undulates along, “running from Aquarius and over the heads of
Capricornus and Sagittary.” It included 37 conspicuous stars, but which ones he didn’t identify,
since in those days (1754) most were not named or numbered, only their location in his figure,
which was not included in his book or any other reference I could find. Also, some of the stars may
have already been included in the figures of those other mentioned constellations. It is supposed to
end near where Ophiuchus grabs the Serpent’s tail (Serpens Cauda) west of Scutum, somewhere
between M11 and M16
2. In another shameless effort to elevate a King’s interest in the heavens, in 1679 Augustin
Royer took a set of unformed stars of 4th magnitude and fainter in the space between Andromeda,
Pegasus, and Cepheus and introduced a constellation to honor Louis XIV. From these stars he
formed the Sceptrum et Manus Iustutiae, the Scepter and Hand of Justice, in the form of a crossed
scepter and an outstretched hand at the end of a staff, both tied together with a ribbon. In a direct
response, Gottfried Kirch introduced the very similar Sceptrum Brandenburgicum. If a French
astronomer could invent a constellation to flatter the Sun King, what should prevent similar recognition of a German monarch? As luck would have it, neither one would survive to become part of our
modern groupings. Some old star maps show this grouping as Sceptrum Imperiale (Scettro in
Italian). The undoing of both occurred when Hevelius revealed his own design (1687) for the same
stars in a completely different figure-Lacerta the Lizard (the Italian Stellio the Lizard, which showed
up on some charts). The tail end of Royer’s Scepter was located north of π Pegasus, stretching in
a straight line northeast from ι, passed the chained hand of Andromeda (ο, which was part of another obsolete group, Fredicici Honores) to its head northwest of λ at 11 Andromedae, with a fleurde-lis on the top of the scepter in the midst of what has recently been called the “Lacerta Ring”
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(most of which is now in Andromeda). One part of this asterism is formed by 3, 7, 8, and 11
Andromedae, and the other half by 18, SV, and more dimmer stars of Andromeda, right on and
across the Andromeda-Lacerta border. The staff of the Hand begins on the Pegasus-Lacerta border north of η Pegasi (near Stephan’s Quartet) along a line which includes 10, 12, 13 (west of the
Blue Snowball), 11, and 5, all of Lacerta. At the other end, the staff is attached to the Hand, which
includes 4, 9, α, and β Lacertae. The ribbon holding the two staffs together included 15, 11, 12
Andromedae and ρ Cygni (near the Cocoon Nebula). Hevelius appropriated parts of Royer’s fleurde-lis for links in the chain attached to Andromeda’s wrist (ο Andromedae), and parts of what was
Cepheus’ turban (α, β, 9) for Lacerta. Lacerta still stands as the only constellation which was a
successful renaming of an older group.
3. The Chinese system of asterisms includes three enclosures, each bounded by two (east
and west) walls (Yuan): the Purple Forbidden Enclosure, the Supreme Palace Enclosure, and the
Heavenly Market Enclosure. The Purple Forbidden Enclosure (Zi Wei) is an elongated region
surrounding the north celestial pole, circled by all the other stars. Its east (left) wall includes parts of
our Cassiopeia, Cepheus, and Draco while its west (right) wall includes Draco, Ursa Major and
Camelopardalis. These walls enclose the regions of Auriga, Bootes, and parts of Canes Venatici,
Leo Minor, and Hercules. The Supreme Palace Enclosure (Tai Wei) covers a 20 degree wide
square region roughly centered on Denebola, including parts of the modern constellations Virgo,
Coma, and Leo; and parts of Canes Venatici, Ursa Major, and Leo Minor. The Heavenly Market
Enclosure (Tian Shi) is a pentagonal region over 45 degrees wide surrounding the Stars
Rasalhgue and Raselgethi, covering the modern groupings of Serpens, Ophiuchus, Aquila, Corona, and parts of Hercules; and is enclosed within its own east and west walls. None of the six
walls seem to be oriented equatorially, aren’t concentric, are without much symmetry, and often
have very sharp angles. These identifications come from a 1972 Monograph by T. Kiang: The Past
Orbit of Halley’s Comet: see George Lovi’s Rambling through the June Skies from the June, 1975
S&T for the chart, and from Wikipedia. A future question will reference some of the Chinese asterisms.
4. Pluteum is a name which comes late into the story of what was originally called Le
Chevalet et la Palette, the Painter’s Easel and Palette, which we know today as Pictor, originally
formed by LaCaille in 1756. It appeared on his 1763 planisphere as Equuleus Pictoris. This reference to a horse may come from the practice of artists of those days carrying their easel and canvas on a donkey. The horse reference was dropped, probably to eliminate confusion with its northern counterpart. It was later identified by Bode as Pluteum Pictoris. Pluteum is Latin for a parapet,
(as in rampart, breastwork, or battlement) built into fortifications, but I can find no description of
these stars as a parapet. Our modern name Pictor is Latin for painter (without the easel), which
was shortened in 1845 by the British astronomer Francis Bailey at the suggestion of John
Herschel. It was identified only as Pluteum (or the German Brustwehr) in the 1881 Atlas Coelestis
of Richard Hinkley Allen. Allen was a German geographer and cartographer, born in Branchweig,
who created one of the most comprehensive world atlases of his time, often referenced in these
columns. The constellation lies just south of Columba, between Canopus and the LMC.
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Reflections (Continued)
Astronomy—Themed Art
“The battle of Issus occurred in southern Anatolia, on November 5, 333 BCE between the
Hellenic League led by Alexander the Great and the Achaemenid Empire, led by Darius III, in the
second great battle of Alexander’s conquest of Asia. The invading Macedonian troops defeated
Persia. After the Hellenic League soundly defeated the Persian satraps of Asia Minor (led by
Greek mercenary Memnon of Rhodes) at the Battle of the Granicus, Darius took personal command of his army. He gathered reinforcements and led his men in a surprise march behind the
Hellenic advance to cut their line of supply. This forced Alexander to countermarch, setting the
stage for the battle near the mouth of the Pinarus River and the town of Issus.
The battle took place south of the ancient town Issus, which is close to the present-day
Turkish town of Iskenderun (the Turkish equivalent of “Alexandria”, founded by Alexander to
commemorate his victory), on either side of a small river called Pinarus. At that location, the
distance from the Gulf of Issus to the surrounding mountains is only 2.6 km (2 mi), a place
where Darius could not take advantage of his superiority in numbers. Speculation on the location
of the Pinarus has taken place for over 80 years. Older historians believed it to be the Deli Tchai
river, but historians N.G.L. Hammond and A. M. Devine claim that the Pinarus is actually the
Payas River, the latter using his own examination of the course of the river, which he considered
would not have drastically changed since antiquity. Their evidence is based on Callisthenes’
accounts of the measurements of the battlefield and distances marched by both sides’ armies in
the prelude to the battle and distance given by Diodorus after the battle.”
- Wikipedia contributors. “Battle of Issus.” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia,
The Free Encyclopedia, 31 Jul. 2018. Web. 4 Aug. 2018.

Astronomical Analysis:
Since Turkey is north of the equator, the painting must be a south or southwest view, just
at sunset. The moon, which is depicted to the left of the setting sun in the painting, must therefore be waxing. Given that the curvature of the earth is evident, the field of view must be very
large. The moon must be some distance, therefore, from the sun in the painting. Yet the phase
of the moon appears to be waxing crescent – a phase seemingly too close to the sun for the
scale of the painting.
A quick check in stellarium software for the date in question shows that the moon is in
approximately the right position, but in the wrong phase for the time depicted. For BCE dates
one must use the recorded Gregorian calendar date plus one, since there was no year zero. So,
for 333 BCE, one uses -333+1 = -332 for setting the sky in the software. A screen shot, shown
above right, for sunset on the appropriate day in Turkey shows the moon waxing gibbous at 78%
illumination. This is not in agreeement with the crescent moon in Altdorfer’s painting.
The painting is close to historical accuracy in positioning the moon east of the sun by a
great apparent distance, but not quite right in the details of its phase.
Perhaps we can ignore this small detail and give the artist his due for attempting to depict
the reality of earth’s curvature from such a great height - requiring a great deal of imagination.
This is quite an accomplishment, given that the first pictures ever taken of the Earth’s curved
surface weren’t even taken until 1935, at which time the Explorer II balloon had to climb 13.7
miles to get the shot. The photo, below right, is the historic photo mentioned. Note the fine
horizontal black line traced on the image near the horizon for reference. it makes clear the
curvature mentioned. Modern Flat-earth conspiracy theorists could use a lesson from
the learned 1529 artsist, Albrecht Altdorfer.
-GLTIV, Editor
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Relationship Between Parallax, Magnitude, and Distance to Stars
By Chris Powell
Definitions:
Magnitude: A measure of the amount of light flux received from a
star or other luminous object.
Absolute Magnitude: Apparent magnitude a star would have at a
standardized distance of 10 parsecs.
Apparent Magnitude: A measure of the observed light flux received
from a star or other object at the earth.
Photometry: The branch of observational astronomy which deals with
the measurement of the intensity of starlight.
Parsec: The distance of an object that would have a stellar parallax of
1 second of arc; 1 parsec = 3.26 light years.
Parallax: An apparent displacement of an object due to the motion of the observer.
Stellar Parallax: An apparent displacement of a nearby star that results from the motion
of the earth around the sun; numerically, the angle subtended by 1 Astronomical Unit
(AU) at the distance of a particular star.
Astronomical Unit (AU): Originally meant to be the semi-major axis* of the orbit of the
earth; now defined as the semi-major axis of the orbit of a hypothetical body with the
mass and period that K. F. Gauss** assumed for the earth. The semi-major axis of the
orbit is 1.000000230 AU.
*Half the major axis of a conic section. The major axis of an elliptical orbit is the maximum diameter of the ellipse.
**In 1801, Karl Freidrich Gauss (1777~1855) invented a method of determining the orbit of an object moving around the sun from
observations of it extending over only a few weeks. Since Gauss’s time, various mathematical techniques have been developed to
handle the same problem.

Apparent Magnitude and the Stellar Magnitude Scale:
In the second century B.C., Hipparchus compiled a catalog of about a thousand stars
which he classified into six categories of brightness which he called magnitudes. The brightest
appearing stars were placed by him in the first magnitude and the faintest naked-eye stars were
of the sixth magnitude. This system from ancient Greece has survived to this day, with improvement and precision added by more modern measurements.
In 1856, after early methods of stellar photometry had been developed, Norman Pogson
proposed the quantitative scale of stellar magnitudes that is now generally adopted. He noted
(as did William Herschel) that we receive about 100 times as much light from a star of the first
magnitude as from one of the sixth magnitude. Therefore a difference of 5 magnitudes corresponds to a ratio of 100:1 or approximately 2.5 to the 5th power (i.e. 97.656). In the physiology
of sense perception, what appear to be equal intervals of brightness are actually equal ratios of
luminous energy. Pogson suggested that the ratio of light flux corresponding to a step of one
magnitude be the 5th root of 100, or about 2.512. Thus a fifth magnitude star gives 2.512 times
as much light as a sixth magnitude star. By assigning a magnitude of 1.0 to the bright stars
Aldebaran and Altair, Pogson’s new scale gave magnitudes that agreed roughly with those in
current use at the time. A numerically smaller magnitude corresponds to a brighter star and a
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numerically larger magnitude corresponds to a fainter star.
Note that all these magnitudes which are uncorrected for relative distance to our observation are termed “Apparent Magnitude”.
Magnitude Standards:
Since magnitudes are defined in terms of ratios of the light received from stars (or other
celestial objects), magnitude differences indicate the relative amount of luminous flux received
from them. To set the scale unambiguously, standard stars were picked out to which all other
stars are compared (think of the National Bureau of Standards for calibration standards for tools
and instruments). The brightest stars were originally planned to define 1st magnitude, however
many are not “conveniently placed” in the heavens for observing. Several stars in the vicinity of
the north celestial pole which were always observable for northern observatories were selected
as standards and this group was called the North Polar Sequence. The magnitudes of these stars
were intended to serve as a permanent basis of the magnitude system. Additional standards
were set up for observatories in the southern hemisphere. However, these standards were set up
based on older photographic photometry and are considered inadequate for today’s instruments.
These old standards have been superseded by accurate photoelectric measures of new standard
stars distributed over the sky.
Absolute Magnitude:
Even if all stars were identical and if interstellar space was entirely free of opaque matter
(dust), stars would not all appear to have the same brightness due to varying distances to us.
The light received is inversely proportional to the square of its distance. To compare the energy
emission from two or more stars it is first necessary to calculate the amount of light we would
receive if they were all the same distance from us. If we know a star’s distance, we can make
this calculation.
The absolute magnitude of a star is the magnitude the star would have if it were at a
standard distance of 10 parsecs (pc) or about 32.6 light years.
This begs the question, how do we really know how far away a star is to determine an
absolute magnitude?
Parallax and Parsec:
The measurement of the parallax of a star enables us to calculate its distance in terms of
the earth-sun distance, or in astronomical units (AU). The largest baseline for measurement of
the distance to the nearest stars using telescopic measurement of the parallax is twice the semimajor axis of the earth’s orbit, or 2 AU. Distance calculation of even the nearest stars was still
problematic as they show a total displacement of only 1.5 seconds of arc. Tycho Brahe was
unable to observe the stellar parallaxes and concluded that the earth was not in motion. The first
successful measurements of stellar parallaxes took place in about 1838 when Friedrich Bessel
(Germany), Thomas Henderson (Cape of Good Hope), and Friedrich Struve (Russia) detected the
parallaxes of 61 Cygni, Alpha Centauri, and Vega, respectively.
The angular displacements in the direction of a star are measured with respect to more
distance stars, so the stellar parallax derived is strictly speaking a relative parallax since these
background stars have their own parallax relative to the earth’s motion. The absolute parallax is
determined by applying exceedingly small corrections for the parallax of the background stars.
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Corrections for the relative motion of the observed star and the earth’s solar system must also
be accounted for.
Since the parallax of a star is the angle, p in seconds, subtended by 1 AU at the star’s
distance, the star’s distance, r in astronomical units, is 206,265/p.
The length of 206, 265 AU is defined as a parsec (pc). The distance of any star, r, in parsecs, is given by:
r = 1/p
where p is the parallax of the star in seconds of arc.
Distance Modulus:
The difference between a star’s apparent magnitude (symbol “m”) and absolute magnitude (symbol “M”) depends only on the distance of the star and is called the distance modulus.
The distance modulus of a star is a measure of its distance, from which the actual distance
in parsecs (r) can be calculated as follows (derivation of this equation is from the definition of
magnitudes and the inverse square law of light and is left as an exercise for the reader):
m – M = 5 log [ r / l0 ]
Since the apparent magnitude of a star can be observed, knowledge of its absolute magnitude is equivalent to knowledge of its distance.
Absolute magnitude for stars too distant for accurate measurement of parallax can be
derived from modern analysis of stellar spectra, which is unfortunately still impacted by assumptions and theories as to the amount and elemental makeup of interstellar gas and dust. It is
assumed that current interplanetary probes (not available in the mid 1970’s) also would allow for
the capability of a much larger parallax baseline.
Note:
All definitions and discussions have been pieced together from the astronomy textbook
Exploration of the Universe, 2nd Edition, by George Abell of the University of California, Los
Angeles. This textbook was used at The Ohio State University from 1973 through at least 1977
for first year Astronomy majors. It is possible there may be refinements in some of the above
content over the past 45 years.
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Editors Notes:

Chris Powell’s fine article inspired me to
draw some pictures and make a few calculations
to clarify a few points for myself. I share those
with you here.
Shown is an Earth-bound observer at two
locations in Earth’s orbit around the sun, separated by 6 months. The star of interest is seen to
project against the background star differently
from each location. The angular separation between the projected images of the star of interest
is Theta. This angle is the same on either
side of the star. If an observer were located on
the star of interest, he need only measure the
angle separating the sun and the Earth with a
sextant, and double the measurement to arrive at
the value of Theta. The Earthbound observer,
however, will have to take photos of the situation
in the sky at each moment of interest in his orbit
and use these to indirectly arrive at the angular
separation.
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As shown here, the two photos may be superimposed and the linear distance between the projected images measured with a ruler. Using the
same photographic setup, a picture of the moon can
be taken and its diameter measured to establish the
angular scale of the photos, remembering that the
moon has an angular diameter of .52 degrees. This,
or some similar means to establish the scale of the
photos, allows the linear separation between the
projected images of the star of interest to be converted into an angular separation, Theta.
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1AU = 92,955,807.3 mi.

Theta/2

Distance from solar system to star

tan(Theta/2) = 1AU/Distance
Distance = 1AU/tan(Theta/2)
Distance = 206,264.8 AU

Taking, now, the right triangle with one side equal to 1 AU and
another side equal to the distance from the sun to the star of interest, we can calculate the distance to the star if the apex angle is
given. Refer to the above diagram. In this case, we can see by inspection that the apex angle is just one half of the angle Theta
derived by the photographic method described previously. Simple
trigonometry provides the distance to the star, as detailed in the
diagram.
When the apex angle (Theta/2) is equal to 1 arcsecond
(1/3600 degree), the distance to the star is one parsec, by
definition. Parsec is short for ‘parallax second’. For the value of
Theta/2 to be just one second of arc, the value of Beta must be short
of 90 degrees by the same amount, so that all of the angles sum to
180 degrees. Beta, then, is 89.99972 degrees when the star is one
parsec away! Such small angular values place a practical limit on
which stars’ distances can be determined by the method of parallax;
only the closest are amenable to the technique.
One parsec is 206,264.8 AU, or 19,173,511,582,126.7 mi!
-GLTIV
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From The Desk Of The Vice President
Three Initiatives

.
1

2.

A call to action!

New Interest Group in the club:

As I mentioned at our last
meeting, I am assembling a
Vice–Presidential Committee for
Enacting a Youth Astronomy Program, to be modeled loosely
after the Boy Scouts & Girl
Scouts of America. As fundraising
support will be provided through
the kind efforts of the Geauga
Foundation (of Observatory Park
fame), this represents a unique
opportunity for us to parlay our
wealth of human capital and
other assets to make an important mark on our community, on
its children, and on the history of
our club!

At our last meeting, I floated the
idea of forming a new Mirror Grinding
Interest Group within the club. We had
numerous interested parties at the
meeting. I would like to gather all
individuals who want to grind their
own telescope mirrors for the first time
(or tenth)! I have personally manufactured two of my own telescope
mirrors, and I know there are a number of members who have done likewise.

I would like those of you,
who bravely volunteered at the
last meeting, and those of you
who have since decided to take
part, to email me at
gtrimble@astrolabebook.com to
verify your commitment in time,
however small, to advance this
important project. I will then plan
for us to start the creative & fun
planning process. Together, we
can achieve remarkable things!
If you are reading this, YOU
ARE QUALIFIED TO PARTICIPATE.

The club has numerous glass
blanks lying around, and Marty Mullet
has approved their use. I’m willing to
bet there are members who have glass
blanks collecting dust in their basements, and are willing to donate for a
good home. If you are interested in
participating, donating or attending as
an expert advisor, please email me at:
gtrimble@astrolabebook.com, so I can
begin to plan for this cool group
project. It will be a great way to make
the winter meetings more productive
as well!
Once I get a head count, I can
get together an estimate of costs. As a
rough guide, the abrasives, polish, and
pitch kit is $50.00 from Firsthand
Discovery. A 6” Mirror blank is another
$50.00 from the same company. We
may be able to get a volume discount.
I have all the other needed
equipment: a spherometer, a slit lamp
Foucault Tester, and motivation.
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Mirror Grinding

3.
Astronomy–Themed
Poetry Competition:

By Ante Perkovic [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], from
Wikimedia Commons

Foucault Test Setup (Slit Lamp Testing)

Wikibob at the English
language Wikipedia [GFDL
(http://www.gnu.org/
copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BYSA-3.0 (http://
creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via
Wikimedia Commons

Refining Mirror Shape
to a Few Millionths of
an Inch Using Light as
a Surface Probe with a
Foucault Tester
By ArtMechanic.Trilobitealive at
en.wikipedia [GFDL (http://
www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)
or CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/3.0/)], from Wikimedia
Commons

For the next issue of the
Valley Skywatcher, I’d like to
publish poetry written by group
members that has not heretofore
been published.
These should be poems
inspired by astronomy, and written by you. Get creative, and
have fun. Give me a silly limerick
or something deep, somber &
serious. The sky is the limit
(literally!)
Rhyming poetry, blank verse, or
haiku: all are permissible. Send
submissions to:
gtrimble@astrolabebook.com
I will ask for the assistance of
any non–entrants to help me
pick our favorite poem, with the
winner getting a Sky & Telescope
Pocket Atlas & a Mystery Prize!
(Not to mention the street cred
that comes with the honor of
winning!)
Get
Involved!
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